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3 000 000 LCs in EDMOND database

 EDMOND contents data about 3 060 250 meteors (31. 12. 2014)

 Combination of that data produce 210 887 orbits of meteors (after reduction by means of 

qualitative criteria)

 Source data from MetRec and UFO Tools contain not only astrometric information

 In that data we can find also informations about meteor brightness

 But...

 Data on brightness are not used (except in the case of absolute magnitude)

 So...

 There are 3 million meteor lightcurves hidden in our database!
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 How to unhide that LCs?

1. Because MetRec and UFO Tools have a different format of data storage, we need two conversion

utilities to obtain data on brightness.

2. We need to choose optimal format of data storage for further processing.

3. We need to create some utilities for combination of multistation meteor lightcurves.

4. We need to create tools for combination LCs with data about atmospheric trajectory.

5. We need to create a graphical interface for new database to be welcoming to the user.
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Format of MetRec data

 MetRec data are in two files

1. *.ref file

a) it contains data about site of observation

b) data about refences stars

2. *.inf file

a) It contains data about *.ref file

b) data about captured object

i. Time

ii. Magnitude

iii. RA and DEC

Format of UFO data

 UFO data are in one XML file

1. It contains detailed information about

station, camera and captured object

2. Captured object is determined frame by 

frame with information about

a) Frame number

b) Sum of luminosity

c) Magnitude

d) Azimuth and elevation

e) RA and DEC
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MetRec brightness determination

 In the first detection step, a mean 

background image is subtracted from the

digitized frame. The mean image is 

derived from the previous frames. 

Negative pixel values in the difference 

image are set to zero, so that only pixels

with increased brightness are further 

examined.

UFO brightness determination

 The magnitude of one field is computed 

from light sum of the pixels of the object in 

one field. Light sum is the sum of the 

increased light of pixels of the object.

Increased light = brightness of the pixel at

the instance – brightness of the pixel

before the appearance of the object.

 Background is mean of 10 frames before.
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 After conversion, we can create database with following format:

1. Station (latitude, longitude, altitude)

2. Camera (FOV, sensor, resolution etc.)

3. Informations about each frame

a) Date and time

b) Lsum (only from UFO data)

c) Magnitude

d) Azimuth and elevation

e) RA and DEC

4. Image of meteor (only from UFO data?)
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 Problems with obtained data

1. No informations about reduction – we need to use that data „as it is“

2. No reduction for following effects:

a) distance

b) speed

c) vignetting and field distortion 

d) meteor parts (shock waves, body, foot)

e) in frames of video data are often lacking owing to the impossibility of detecting peak

f) background noise

g) saturation (above 255 level)

h) spectral sensitivity

i) extinction, refraction, the effect of height above the horizon at the signal level (increased background etc.)

j) light pollution
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 Benefits of that database

1. Big data for statistics analyses

2. In combination with EDMOND database:

a) Determination of typical LCs for more than 300 regular showers

b) Determination of typical LCs for outbursts

c) Comparison of LCs year by year and filament by filament for big showers

d) Investigation of preheating phase for high altitude meteors

e) Investigation of fragmentation and physical parameters for different types of meteoroid bodies

f) Etc.
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 Current status

1. Data collection for additional data mining

2. Creating procedures for populating the database (for UFO it is done)

3. Creating GUI for database usability

4. Testing of charting normalized curves (with data of outburst of DRA and SPE)

5. Searching for a suitable name of LCs database
(working name is METaLICA – METeor LIght Curve dAtabase)

 Timetable

1. End of 2015 – conversion procedures will be done

2. Spring 2016 – database in testing mode

3. IMC 2016 – presentation of database
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Normalized LC of Draconid Normalized LC of Draconid with flash
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 Any questions?



Thank you for your attention!
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